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CHAIR'S WELCOME
Welcome to the second edition of COOOEE! for

We have enjoyed seeing the events and

2021. The year is flying by for the executive

activities of each of our Rural Health Clubs

team at the NRHSN. We have recently

across the last few months. We loved

welcomed the inclusion of an additional

attending events with different RHCs such as

Council into the yearly NRHSN calendar. This

the Rural Careers Forum in Sydney along with

Council was held virtually and brought together

BREAATHE,

all Rural Health Club executive committee

Victorian Rural Internship Information Evening

members to develop their leadership and

with

advocacy skills and upskill them to run

ROUNDS, and BREAATHHE's Rural Soiree, just

successful Rural Health Clubs. Check out the

to name a few!

ROUNDS,

NOMAD,

and

OUTLOOK,

SHARP,
WILDFIRE,

the
and

Council 2 recap in this edition of COOEE! for
more information!

For our members, we hope you survived and
succeeded in your mid-year exams and

As highlighted in our first edition, the NRHSN

enjoying your holidays. For those studying

remains committed to providing a voice for

throughout the winter break, we hope that

students who are passionate about improving

you stay warm and continue to reach your

health

study goals.

outcomes

for

rural

and

remote

Australians. As a committee we have become
increasing involved in expanding our advocacy

Jocelyn Ledger

networks through representation on multiple

NRHSN Chair

working groups, advisory boards, and rural

chair@nrhsn.org.au

health committees. The NRHSN Executive
update will provide you with further information
on how we are representing you and
promoting the voice of students.
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Jocelyn Ledger | Chair

ETADPU EVITUCEXE

chair@nrhsn.org.au
Since the last edition of COOEE! I have been coordinating the efforts of the NRHSN Executive
Committee along with representing our RHCs and members at national-level meetings and
conferences. Together we wrote a letter of support to the Australian Medical Council for the joint
application between RACGP, ACRRM, and Rural Health Commissioner in the recognition of Rural
Generalism as a specialty in general practice.
I have attended the following meetings and conferences:
Department of Health Bonded Medical Program Implementation Working Group - a
fortnightly meeting in response to the Department rolling out the new BMP in 2020 with
the goal to elevate our members' concerns and assist in developing new resources for
prospective and current students holding a new BMP or a legacy BMP. I strongly
encourage any medical student holding a bonded medical place to check out the
Department's site for up-to-date information.
16th National Rural Health Conference planning committee - we are representing
students in the development of the 2022 National Rural Health Conference by the
National Rural Health Alliance.
The quarterly National Rural Health Alliance Council for updates on a national level rural
health policy and advocacy of key rural health stakeholders.
The Federation of Rural Australian Medical Educators (FRAME) Conference to learn about
the plans and progress of Australian Rural Clinical Schools and Regional Medical
Schools as part of the Rural Health Multidisciplinary Training program.
Met with the National Rural Health Commissioner to discuss student priorities in rural
health
Currently developing an exciting new program for health students, keep your eyes
posted on our socials for the announcement!
I loved attending the NSW RDN Rural Careers Forum at Pymble Ladies College in Sydney and the
BREAATHE Rural Soiree. As my personal RHC, it's always great to attend BREAATHHE's events. It
was fabulous to host Council 2 virtually and I cannot wait to see all our RHCs reunited together
for our in-person end-of-year Council in September!
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JB | Vice-Chair External
vcexternal@nrhsn.org.au

William Wood | Secretary
secretary@nrhsn.org.au
Since the last edition of Cooee, I have been busy
mainly with meetings. I have been attending the
COVID-19 Rural committee meetings run by the
Department of Health (DoH). This has been an
exciting opportunity to learn about and discuss the
response to the COVID-19 crisis. I have also been
attending the monthly Rural Stakeholders meeting
chaired by Minister for Regional Health, Regional
Communications, and Local Government Mark
Coulton.
Many clubs, including my own Rural Health Club
MIRAGE, have commenced planning their High
School Visits in addition to some exciting events. I
look forward to hearing about the positive impact
everyone has on our future rural health professionals
through our visits.
I thoroughly enjoyed NRHSN's first-ever mid-year
Council and I am excited to work on Council Three!

ETADPU EVITUCEXE

I have had a busy few months! Since the last edition
of COOEE! I have been busy working on Council Two
which was an absolute success! I have also
represented rural and remote students in
consultations with the College of Anaesthetists
regarding a new federal chronic pain policy. I have
also engaged with several stakeholders including
the National Rural Health Commissioner, RACGP,
ACRRM, NRHA, and the Australian Council of Deans
of Health Sciences.

Katie Shaw | Vice Chair Internal
vcinternal@nrhsn.org.au
Many of the rural health clubs I check in with have
been working hard on recruiting members since the
start of the year. Council two was a great opportunity
for Rural Health Club Committee members to refine
their skills in running a rural health club effectively
and efficiently. I am excited to see what changes are
made and how this is implemented.
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Angela Pham | Nursing and Midwifery Officer
nursing@nrhsn.org.au

Madeleine Brown | Medical Officer
medical@nrhsn.org.au
It has been a busy few months in my role as Medical Officer! I have been attending fortnightly
meetings with the NRHSN Chair, Jocelyn, for the Bonded Medical Places Implementation
Working Group, as well as additional meetings with the Department of Health to provide a
student perspective on the task of reforming this program. I have also been busy analysing the
results of a survey administered to our 29 Rural Health Clubs, summarising components of their
Rural High School Visit Program, and working with a supervisor at James Cook University (JCU)
on my research into the effectiveness of this program, titled Impact of Rural High School Visit
rogram on high school students' intentions and behaviours towards a rural health career. Finally,
I have been keeping in contact with my Western Australia RHCs, WAALIHBEE, and KRASH and
assisting them both with a transition in executive committee members, as well as planning for
the next six months of activities.
I am really looking forward to Council Three, to be held later in the year. I think this will be a great
opportunity for RHCs to celebrate their achievements for the year that has been and continue to
strengthen bonds and relationships to further success in the year to come.

ETADPU EVITUCEXE

It's been a busy semester with trying to balance placement, assignments, graduate applications,
and of course, NRHSN tasks! Despite some initial hurdles, the Rural Midwifery 2020 project is
underway and on track to be ready for readers soon! I have otherwise been attending to my
duties within NRHSN while also, fortunately, taking part in some great events including, The
RDAA's Annual Lunch with Politicians which focused on Rural Maternity Services and the Rural
Health Careers Forum at Pymble Ladies' College. I also attended RHUWS' Trivia Night as a host
or as they liked to call it 'Trivia Master'.
I look forward to the Australian College of Midwives (ACM's) 2021 National Conference and
attending my Global Health Placement at John Hunter Hospital and after our successful Council
Two I am excited to see what we will be able to offer students at Council Three! I
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Hayley Johns | Allied Health Officer
allied@nrhsn.org.au

Skylar Alucia | Indigenous Health Officer

ETADPU EVITUCEXE

Progress is well underway in relation to my current NRHSN portfolio project - The
Undergraduate Allied Health Employment Guide - with resources currently being
compiled and arranged.
As I step into the role as a Services for Australian Rural & Remote Allied Health (SARRAH)
Student Ambassador, I encourage all undergraduate or graduate entry masters level
allied health students to sign up (membership is free) to access the incredible services
and resources on offer. One of which being the SARRAH Students Community of Practice,
encouraging dynamic learning opportunities and a collaborative network of discussion
via the online platform.
I am currently looking forward to attending the Australian Podiatry Association's 2021
Conference, and to future NRHSN events such as the upcoming Council Three!

indigenousofficer@nrhsn.org.au
Hello all just giving you an update from my end! Over the past few months, I have been working
on our Indigenous Health Career Guide and am excited to say, I am only slightly behind
schedule. I have also been working with Indigenous Allied Health Australia (IAHA) to develop a
web series aimed at improving understanding of Indigenous health In Australia; we are looking
to have this up and running in mid-July so stay tuned for that! Other than that I have been
attending Rural Health Club events throughout the year including a visit to Newcastle to attend
BREAATHHE's Rural health Soiree.
For more detailed updates; see the Indigenous Health Portfolio Update on page 19 :)
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Nicola Murphy | Community & Advocacy
Officer
advocacy@nrhsn.org.au

Debra Lee | Social Media Officer

ETADPU EVITUCEXE

It's been a busy time for me as I've settled into my
third year of Medicine and got married recently but
as the year reaches the halfway point, I'm very
keen to turn my mind to NRHSN business!
Throughout the past couple of months, I've worked
with the Victorian Rural Health Clubs to deliver the
Victorian Rural Internship Information Evening and
accompanying Guide Book, assisted with the
planning for Council two, as well as support Skylar
in plans for an Indigenous Health Web series. Look
out for more details after Council Two!

socialmedia@nrhsn.org.au
As always, I have been working to share any rural
health opportunities for both medical and allied
health students and fresh graduates! It has also
been nice watching each rural health club throw
their own unique events and share the highlights
with us, the NRHSN. Please continue to tag us in
your highlights and socials so that I can share
them on a national platform. I am looking forward
to what the second half of the year will bring!

Baneen Alrubayi | Sponsorship &
Publications Officer
publications @nrhsn.org.au
Hello! I Hope you're having a lovely day :)
My NRHSN work has mainly comprised putting
together this edition of COOEE! I have been
working on brainstorming ways to celebrate our
Rural Health Clubs and the amazing work and
rural opportunities students are taking! I hope you
enjoy this edition of COOEE! and if you have any
feedback or ideas feel free to send me an email :)
I also helped organise Council Two which was a
great success! It was very rewarding to be able to
upskill, inspire and guide students through their
journey of rural health advocacy. I loved reading
through the student testimonials as I was putting
together the Council two section of COOEE!
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NRHSN COUNCIL 2
A day of networking, upskilling and inspirational talks!

On the 3rd of July, we were very proud to share our first mid-year NRHSN Council!
This was a virtual event for all Rural Health Club committee members. With a variety
of sessions from both our own team and six external speakers, this Council was a
great success and it's not hard to see why!
From a Leadership and Advocacy workshop by Dr. Mirna Hunter to upskilling
sessions on; budgeting, constitutions, communications tools and resources,
handovers, and how to be an expert networker. We also had our very own NRHSN
Alumni, and 2018 NRHSN Chair, Dr. Carolyn Belonogoff, who reflected on her time as
a medical student, and inspired council delegates to continue getting involved in
extracurricular activities and to say yes to every opportunity! Finally, Dr. Linny Kimly
Phuong shared her journey of founding the Water Well Project and advocating for
communities from migrant, refugee, and asylum seeker backgrounds. Overall, the
sessions were collaborative, interactive, and eminently engaging!
All delegates also received a coffee voucher and, Jade Chan and Sophia Tokel were
the 2 lucky door prizes winners with each receiving $100 to spend at R.M Williams!
Some Council 2 takeaway points:

Follow your passion
Keep an open mind
Understand what you're fighting for
Collaborate: try not to reinvent the wheel
Build your team with like-minded passionate individuals, who challenge
you, have different strengths, and help you grow
Seek opportunities
Have mentors
Celebrate your successes
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SPEAKER
PROFILES
NRHSN Council Two
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Linny founded The Water Well Project as an intern doctor
over ten years ago. As a daughter of parents from refugee
background, she is passionate about improving the lives of
communities from migrant, refugee and asylum seeker
background by improving their health literacy. She believes
that with effective health education, these communities are
better equipped to access preventative and acute
healthcare resources, which will allow them to thrive and
be healthy and productive members of society.
She is also a recently minted Infectious Diseases
Paediatrician who works across the Murdoch Children's
Research Institute, North Eastern Public Health Unit, Austin
Health, Cabrini and CoHealth. She is also an active
researcher within paediatric infectious diseases and a
clinical tutor for the University of Melbourne- Department of
Paediatrics.
The Water Well Project has been acknowledged for their
work with a Melbourne Award, Victoria Day Award and
finalist status for HESTA Impact and Australian Migration &
Settlement Awards. Personally, Linny has received such
awards including AMA Doctor in Training of the Year, the
Victorian Premier's Volunteer Champions Award for
Leadership and Young Australian of the Year- Victorian
finalist.

DR MIRNA HUNTER

DR LINNY KIMLY
PHUONG
Chair & Founder of The
Water Well Project

DR MIRNA HUNTER
Leadership and advocacy

Dr. Mirna Hunter's career has taken her from clowning with
Dr. Patch Adams in the streets of Morocco to doing a
surgical clerkship in Harvard Medical School, learning
Aerospace Medicine at NASA in Houston, and more
recently spending two years on a giant semi-trailer eye
clinic providing care to remote communities in Western
Australia. It was during her time as a nomadic outback
ophthalmology registrar that she witnessed firsthand the
health inequalities facing hard-working Aussies around the
country. She subsequently completed a Masters in Business
Administration and became a registrar with the Royal
Australasian College of Medical Administrators (RACMA) to
learn how to navigate the complex health care system and
get the resources to where they are truly needed. As a
medical administrator, she views the doctors as her
patients now and is working towards the goal of achieving
equal access to healthcare regardless of your remoteness.
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DR CAROLYN
BELONOGOFF
Maximising your time
as a student

DR MIRNA HUNTER
Dr. Carolyn Belonogoff is a junior Doctor at Townsville
University Hospital. During her time in medical school, she
was actively involved in rural health organisations. Carolyn
was the 2017 Secretary and 2018 Chair for the National
Rural Health Student Network, as well as being the
Secretary and President for her rural health club, RHINO. As
a student, she undertook placements in rural hospitals in
Queensland and the Northern Territory. Rural Generalism is
her intended career path, but for now, she is focused on
balancing motherhood and medicine.

DAVE KARLSON
RDN Director Business
Goverance

JESSICA ROSTAS
RDN Digital Content and
Social Media Coordinator

Dave commenced work in the IT industry in the early
eighties in Sydney and after several years migrated into
operations management and logistics for heavy industry.
Dave spent 15 years working for BHP, then Rio Tinto, in
various Logistics Management roles, moving steel and coal
around Australia and the world.
In 2000 these skills in managing key business drivers and
information systems led Dave to a role as General Manager
for Wine Selectors, Australia's largest independent direct
marketer of wine. In 2012 Dave made a move into the notfor-profit sector becoming the General Manager of the NSW
Rural Doctors Network (RDN). In 2020 Dave moved into the
role of Director Business Governance and Company
Secretary for RDN. Dave is also the Co-Chair of the NSW
Ministry of Health's ACI Rural Health Network Executive

Jessica Rostas is the person behind NSW Rural Doctors
Network's social channels! For the last ten years, she has
been using social media to help businesses connect with
their stakeholders. Jessica has managed socials for
Australia's leading faculty of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical
Sciences and worked with a range of small businesses
such as Content Creator at The Measured Marketer. Her
top tips for managing socials are always to plan ahead and
be sure to bring something of value to your audience.
NRHSN Council Two - COOEE! | 15

Take a read of some testimonials from Council Two!

Council 2 was a blast! I found it to be such an invaluable experience, especially as a young
woman passionate about rural healthcare. It was great to be able to catch up with other
RHC members from Council 1 and meet some more new faces along the way!
We heard from some truly inspirational keynote speakers, with Dr. Mirna Hunter imparting
her wisdom on leadership and advocacy skills for young people in rural health, to Dr.
Carolyn Belonogoff who urged us to take every opportunity that greets us during both
university and our careers. Finally, Dr. Linny Kimly Phoung showed us the importance of job
satisfaction and the role of collaboration and perseverance in pursuing your passions highlighting that anything can be achieved if you have the vision and means.
The day was a fantastic mix of strengthening our skills as burgeoning leaders within our
rural health clubs, and the wider rural healthcare community. The knowledge I have
gained from the speakers, concurrent sessions, and succession planning seminars will
guide me throughout my journey.

- Anna Ryan | RAHMS Vice President
Absolutely stoked to have attended the 2021 NRHSN Council 2 as a representative of
TROHPIQ, my rural and remote health club. There were some great sessions run
throughout the day, including topics on leadership and advocacy, constitutions,
communications tools and resources, networking and life skills, succession planning, and
handovers. We were also lucky enough to hear from some wonderful keynote speakers on
themes such as stepping up and maximizing your time as a student and developing your
own ventures that work towards equal access to healthcare regardless of remoteness.
I greatly enjoyed discussing different issues and barriers to club administration in the
breakout rooms with a huge variety of medical and allied health students. Throughout the
day I was able to add a unique perspective on a number of topics as Chair of Allied Health,
in a space that has historically been most influenced by medical students. I've come away
with some fabulous insights and renewed passion on how I can continue to grow and
increase engagement with the Allied Health branch of Queensland's largest student rural
health club.

- Amelia Braithwaite | TROHPIQ Chair of Allied Health
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Testimonials from our lucky-door prize winners!

The NRHSN Council 2 was an empowering day filled with
practical and actionable information on many important
topics
including
leadership,
advocacy,
and
communication. Many of the messages delivered by the
guest speakers strongly resonated with me, including a
message in Dr. Mirna Hunter's presentation: we need to
learn to become comfortable with the uncomfortable;
growth can be uncomfortable but inevitable in becoming
the best version of ourselves. The presentation allowed
me to reflect on how to become a better leader by
getting outside of my comfort zone and challenging
existing norms. I am immensely grateful that I was given
the opportunity to attend the NRHSN Council 2 and I am
excited to continue promoting rural health while
incorporating what I learned at Council.

- Sophia Torkel | MIRAGE Senior Allied Health
Representative
I attended Council 2 as Melbourne University's Outlook
Rural Health Club President. NRHSN Council is always a
fantastic opportunity to meet inspiring students and
professionals working in the rural health space and I
truly appreciate the opportunity and learnings these days
provide. The presentations and breakout rooms provided
both interesting ideas and practical skills that will help
me in this and other roles to be a better team member
and leader, and it was a great opportunity to see what
the NRHSN has been doing in the past few months. My
favourite speaker of the day was Dr. Linny Phuong who
spoke about her journey through founding and leading
The Water Well Project. The Water Well Project is a notfor-profit health promotion charity aiming to improve the
health and wellbeing of individuals and communities
from migrant, refugee, or asylum seeker backgrounds
through health education. As someone of migrant
background, I admire the work of this organisation and
am glad to have heard about this kind of work through
NRHSN Council. I am looking forward to Council 3!

- Jade chan | OUTLOOK President
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Testimonials from the NRHSN Executive!
A mid-year council on zoom was a great opportunity to check in with our clubs
and let them know what the NRHSN has been busy achieving over the last few
months. I loved the three inspiring speakers who brought very different
perspectives on leadership in Medicine. Participants were also provided with their
pick of professional development sessions, one of which I helped facilitate! I am
certainly disappointed I missed out on the R.M. vouchers to bulk up my rural wear
arsenal but the free coffee was pretty sweet!

- Jean-Baptiste Philibert | NRHSN Vice Chair External
Council 2 in our one-day compressed format was on point, on topic, and on time!
It was great to be able to engage virtually with all the participants and hear from
such an interesting variety of speakers! In my role as Community and Advocacy
Officer of the NRHSN 2021, I can't wait to put some of the tips from Dr. Mirna
Hunter and Dr. Linny Kimly Phuong into action in the second half of 2021! I am so
excited for Council 3 in September in Sydney to finally meet everyone face-to-face
(fingers crossed)!

- Nicola Murphy | NRHSN Community and Advocacy Officer
I greatly enjoyed being part of the NRHSN's first-ever online Council 2! I loved
listening to our keynote speakers Dr. Mirna Hunter, Dr. Carolyn Belonogoff, and
Dr. Linny Kimly Phuong, and learning about their inspirational journeys into their
rural health careers. One of the key messages I noted from the day was to never
be afraid to explore outside of your comfort zone as this is an opportunity to
discover and problem-solve in the face of challenges.

- Hayley Johns | NRHSN Allied Health Officer
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INDIGENOUS HEALTH
PORTFOLIO
- Skylar Alucia (NRHSN Indigenous Health Officer)

Over this year, I've been working on a project to develop a virtual career guide for
Indigenous students interested in undertaking studies in key health degrees, including
medicine, nursing, and other allied health courses. This guide will cover things like entry
pathways, scholarships, as well as leadership and support opportunities specifically for
First Nations Australians interested in tertiary health from medicine, nursing, and Allied
health professions.
Here’s a look into the aims of this project:

To increase the representation of First
Nations Australians in the healthcare sector
To make accessing key information on
tertiary education programs simple and
available in one place
As for the current progression of the product, I have so far managed to complete writeups for medicine and nursing in NSW, ACT, NT, Tasmania and VIC; with WA and SA still
left to go before August. Once this is complete, I will begin focusing on key allied health
degrees across Australia.
Additionally, I am currently working with the RDN and IAHA to develop a webinar series
focusing on some key issues in Indigenous health. Broad categories for the episodes in
the web series include:
Defining 'The Gap' and addressing the disparity
Preparing students for placement within Indigenous Communities
Getting involved in making a difference
The link between healthcare and education
We are looking to host this 3-5-part web series from the end of July to September so stay
tuned for that!
There's still a lot left to do moving into the second half of the year and if there is anything
you would like to see addressed in either the career guide or the webinar series, I'd love to
hear from you. I am especially interested in hearing from First Nations students who have
questions about tertiary health studies or have feedback on their journey. You can contact
me via email at indigenousofficer@nrhsn.org.au.
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LUNCH WITH RURAL DOCTORS
RDAA's annual lunch at Parliament House
On Tuesday 16th of March, Angela our Nursing and Midwifery Officer, and JeanBaptiste our Vice-Chair External had the privilege to represent our 11,000 rural club
members in Canberra. Following a brief visit to the Australian National University
(ANU), they were invited with various stakeholders and politicians to the annual
“Lunch with Rural Doctors” organised by the Rural Doctors Association of Australia
(RDAA) at parliament house. The topic of the day was rural maternity services and
why they are crucial to the future of the regions.

The

lunch

was

Hon Michael

very

well

McCormack MP

attended
(Deputy

(and
Prime

delicious!)
Minister),

with

the

speeches

Hon

Mark

from

Coulton

the
MP

(Minister for Regional Health), and Dr. Vijay Roach (President of the RANZCOG). The
RDAA made a strong case for the importance of rural maternity services to support
younger people in the bush and the right of rural women to have access to safe,
high-quality services, close to home. These services can only be provided if rural
maternity

services

remain

open,

staffed

with

a

well-trained

workforce,

and

adequately resourced.

Please find the current position paper by RDAA on rural maternity services for further
reading.

The lunch concluded with some informal networking. Our representatives had the
chance to discuss the involvement of our members within the office of Professor Ruth
Stewart (National Rural Health Commissioner and pictured above/below). They also
chatted with representatives from the NSW Rural Doctors Network (RDN), RDAA and
RACGP. Angela and Jean-Baptiste had a fantastic day and were very grateful for the
opportunity to get a glimpse into the inner workings of our nation’s capital.
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Lunch with Rural Doctors
Representing our 11,000 rural club members!

Focusing on the importance of rural maternity services
With speeches from:

- Hon Michael McCormack MP (Deputy Prime Minister)
- Hon Mark Coulton MP (Minister for Regional Health)
- Dr Vijay Roach (President of the RANZCOG)
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RURAL HEALTH CAREERS FORUM
AT PYMBLE LADIES' COLLEGE

The Sydney Boarding Schools’ 2021 Rural Health Careers Forum, presented by NSW
Rural Doctors Network (RDN) and Pymble Ladies’ College was a fantastic event for
boarding

school

Representing
External)

students

NRHSN

and

Angela

for

interested

the

night

(Nursing

was

and

in

pursuing

Jocelyn

Midwifery

a

career

(Chair),

Officer).

the

healthcare

Jean-Baptiste

(Vice-Chair

Other

in

student

bodies

also

attended the careers forum including, the rural health clubs from The University of
Newcastle (BREAATHHE) and Notre Dame University (ROUNDS).

The night was filled with opportunities to learn about the vast rural health careers
available in NSW. With a range of panelists from different health careers to keynote
speakers such as the Hon. Bronnie Taylor, Dr. Shannon Nott, and Danica Leys, students
gained an insight into the lives of a health professionals. Workshops were also provided
to assist students to plan their HSC subject selection and understand tertiary education
pathways.

Students

who

engaged

with

the

NRHSN's

stall

gained

an

understanding

of

our

overarching support for health students interested in pursuing a career in rural health.
In fact, many of the boarding students came from rural backgrounds and expressed
pride in wanting to return to their hometowns and give back to the communities that
raised them.

This was a very rewarding day and the NRHSN is very grateful to have had the chance
to attend. We hope to continue engaging in similar events in the future!
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RURAL HEALTHCARE STUDENT
MENTORSHIP OPPORTUNITY
National Rural Health Commissioner & National Rural Health Student Network

The Office of the Commissioner has created a Rural Healthcare Student Mentorship
opportunity. The goal is to offer a healthcare student interested in rural practice the
opportunity to gain insight and experience at the national level of rural health sector
leadership and policy development.

This unique up to 20 day immersion program may be completed face to face or
virtually and will provide the successful applicant the opportunity to work directly
with the Commissioner and Deputy Rural Health Commissioners (Allied Health and
Nursing

and

Midwifery)

while

supported

by

the

Office.

Activities

may

include

attending meetings with key stakeholders and experts in rural health (medical, allied
health, nursing and midwifery), networking with peak rural body leaders, assisting in
report writing and research, and attending seminars and workshops. The experience
will support the student to develop skills in health policy leadership and encourage
them to advocate for rural and remote healthcare priorities within the sector.

Applications open at 2pm (AEST) on the 2nd of August 2021!

Keep an eye out on NRHSN's socials for more details about the program and the
application process!
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CELEBRATING STUDENT
ACHIEVEMENTS!

NATASHA POLZIN'S
GO RURAL TRIP
EXPERIENCE!
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I applied for the Go Rural trip because I am new to NSW and have not seen much of the
state yet and although I know I want to work rurally I didn't, and still don't, know what
that will look like. I was very excited when I got the email to say I could go on the trip to
Wagga Wagga, Temora, Griffith, and Hay!
I met the bus at the Rollonin Cafe just out of Yass where we had the most delicious
scones! Then we went to Wagga Wagga where we had lunch by the beach and had an
amazing Welcome to Country by Mark Sadler. Mark also gave us some helpful insights
into health care from an Aboriginal perspective.
Then we toured the Wagga Wagga hospital, had a panel discussion with doctors, a
nurse, and a midwife on their career and why they love living in Wagga. We ended the
night in Temora where we had an amazing dinner put on by the locals and we had a go
at some whip cracking!
After an early morning walk around the lake and then touring the medical facilities in
Temora the next day, we went on to Griffith where we had a tour of the Aboriginal
Medical Service and had some cultural awareness training by Dr. Vanessa Wong, an
Aboriginal doctor who works in the Griffith area. The training was insightful and hearing
the great work the Aboriginal Medical Service is doing was very inspiring. Then we
hopped back on the bus and went on to Hay where we had a night out at the pub. The
following morning the kind and generous people at Hay Hospital put on a morning tea
for us, let us tour their facilities, and talked to us about what life was like living in Hay
Plains, their medical careers, and provided us with great advice!
After the tour, we went to the Shear Outback Museum before heading back to Wagga
for barefoot bowls and a fun night out. We were up early the next for the ANZAC Dawn
service with the rest of Wagga and then hopped back on the bus for a quiet journey
home with most of us having a nap or two!
All in all, I had the best few days out, exploring NSW, meeting so many new people, and
being welcomed by so many different communities. To see the work, they do and hear
the passion in their voices was truly inspiring- I wish I could go on all the Go Rural Trips!
If you're sitting on the fence, not sure if rural health is for you or just want to get out and
explore some more of NSW I say stick your hand up and apply! You never know who
you might meet or where you might go. There are so many different career choices out
there that I just didn't know before getting on that bus. I met some truly great people
and had the best time I could have imagined. There really is nothing like country town
hospitality.
- Natasha Polzin
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STUDENTS WITHOUT BORDERS
Wake Up, the University of Newcastle's Global Health Group ran a photo
competition titled 'Students without Borders' and one of the submission
categories was 'Rural' where students were able to submit rural and
remote themed photos. Community members can purchase prints with
all donations going to support John Hunter Hospital.

The winner of the 'Rural' category of the Students Without Borders photo
competition was Hayley Johns- our very own Allied Health Officer! She
submitted the photo seen above which Dr. Miranda Lawry (judge) described
as a "Wonderful competition of sculptured trees and textural surfaces."
See the rest of the Rural submissions on the next page!
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'Students Without Borders' photographs are on exhibition in
John Hunter Hospital!
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SHINING THE
SPOTLIGHT ON
ALLIED HEALTH
STUDENTS
Allied health is a rapidly growing part of
Australia's health workforce, with demand for
services expected to continue to grow over the
next decade, especially in rural areas.
In this edition of COOEE! we would like to share
with you the stories and insights of current allied
health university students from The University of
Newcastle's Rural Health Club, BREAATHHE.

MAGGIE FULWOOD

The University of Newcastle
BREAATHHE | Executive Allied Health Officer
Bachelor of Speech Pathology
Tell us about yourself
I grew up in Tamworth and moved to Newcastle in 2018 to study. I love to sew, mostly making
quilts but they are too much of a commitment for a university student so I've stuck to small
hand-embroidered pieces since moving away from home. I love reading and I'm trying to start
a plant family but I have a habit of overwatering them! One of the most significant
conversation starters about me is my fear of dogs! (Don't get me wrong, they are cute in
pictures but as soon as I see one in real life, I become a nervous wreck). And last but certainly
not least, I'm on the BREAATHHE committee this year as an Executive Counsellor for Allied
Health!! I'm absolutely loving the opportunities that this position is letting me get involved in.
Why did you choose to study Speech Pathology?
It's a bit of a long story but here's a summary! When I was in primary school, there was a boy
who struggled with participating and communicating in class. One day he rocked up to school
with a bunch of picture cards laminated with requests and comments like 'Can I go to the
bathroom?'. I thought this was the coolest thing when I saw it in class but never thought much
more about it!! Fast forward to Year 11 and I had no clue what I wanted to do when I finished
school but I knew I wanted to pursue higher education as I loved learning. Then I thought back
to that boy in my class and I immediately knew I wanted to help people who had trouble
participating in their daily activities. So that directed me to Occupational Therapy or Speech
Pathology. My older brother graduated from Occupational Therapy in 2017 and not wanting to
copy him I chose Speech Pathology and have never looked back!
What does your average day look like at university?
I love going to as many face-to-face classes as I can. I've made some really close friends at
university and love the excuse to catch up with them each week. We also have such supportive
and passionate teaching staff who try to make our lectures/tutorials as engaging as possible.
When I get to university, I park as far away from my class as possible so I can get in an
energising walk before and after class! Since Speech Pathology does part-time placements,
most of our classes are on the same day. This semester, we have lectures on Tuesdays and
tutorials on Thursdays. We have 7 hours of lectures in a row without a break on Tuesdays (so
hectic and tiring!) to get me through, I always bring lots of snacks and get some hot chips to
share with friends for our final class of the day!!
What is the most interesting encounter that you have had on placement?
Probably having a child run out on me mid-session because he had just had enough. We were
halfway through playing a game that I thought he was enjoying and he turned to me and said
'I've had enough now' and ran out of the therapy room!! I was on my first placement and had
no idea how to react so turned to my supervisor and she went running after him.
Any words of wisdom for students who are or want to study Speech Pathology?

For students studying speech pathology, engage with your lecturers and tutors! They are the
best resource we have and can give you so much help with assignments and exam
preparation. For students wanting to study speech pathology, do it!!!
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OLIVIA POTTINGER
The University of Newcastle
BREAATHHE | General Councillor for Allied Health
Bachelor of Physiotherapy
Tell us about yourself
I grew up in Muswellbrook and moved to Newcastle for university. Growing up I loved
camping and water-skiing. Now I love Pilates and running
Why did you choose to study Physiotherapy?
Initially, I chose physiotherapy as I played a lot of sport growing up and I was so
fascinated by the human body. However, since studying, I have been exposed to a
range of clinical areas physiotherapists can work in. Now I am extremely interested in
pediatrics, emergency, women's health, and ICU! My Nan was extremely ill in the ICU
and seeing the impact the multidisciplinary team had on caring for my her and helping
my family cope is something I aspire to be a part of through my career!
What does your average day look like at university?
Placement!!!!!! Monday to Friday 8am-4.30pm at Port Macquarie Base Hospital.
Tutorial every Tuesday afternoon at the Port Macquarie Shared Health Research and
Education Campus (SHREC) building.
What is the most interesting encounter that you have had on placement?
Too many interesting encounters make it difficult to narrow down to one. The most
memorable part of today was having one of my aged care residents tell me that, 'you
need to do everything you can while you can'. I think those are some pretty amazing
words to live by!
Any words of wisdom for students who are currently or wanting to study
physiotherapy?
Stick with it, it's hard work but so rewarding. it's an amazing degree to change your
outlook on life and presents lots of opportunities and new experiences. I have met so
many of my closest friends through university and I wouldn't change a single thing
about my experience. If you are at the University of Newcastle, definitely consider a
year-long placement (especially at Port Macquarie). You will be so supported by two
amazing people (Kate Currie and Cian McMahon), get extra tutorials and learning
opportunities, and build lifelong friendships with not only the other physiotherapy
students but also the other disciplines that do the yearlong program.
I would also recommend getting involved in your university's physiotherapy student
society and with your Rural Health Club! These experiences have been great learning
and networking opportunities for me :)
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HAYLEY JOHNS
The University of Newcastle
BREAATHHE | Executive NRHSN Representative
Bachelor of Podiatry
Tell us about yourself?
I grew up on a small cattle property at the foothills of the Barrington Tops National
Park where we owned cattle, horses, and dogs. Since beginning my degree, I have
been a member of BREAATHHE and really enjoy getting involved! Through my active
volunteering with St John Ambulance NSW, I am able to make a positive difference
within my local community, learned new skills to help others, and gained real-world
experience concurrently to my university study.
Why did you choose to study Podiatry?
I believe that everyone has the right to access high-quality and holistic healthcare,
and from a young age, I knew that I wanted to help people. A career in podiatry
enables me to assist members of our community one step at a time! Helping one
person might not change the whole world, but it could change the world for one
person :)
What does your average day look like at university?
With my current university schedule, there is a balance of internal clinical placement
at Wyong Public Hospital and lectures. Next semester will include more external
placement experiences with a focus on revision of previous course content.
What is the most interesting encounter that you have had on placement?
No two days are the same and that is what makes placements interesting! Every
clinical day I am always going home with another condition or treatment to
research and investigate further. In addition to this, nearly all of my patients advise
me that I should avoid aging and 'getting old', but no one has yet had the answer
to solve this lifelong issue...
Any words of wisdom for students who are currently studying or wanting
to study podiatry?
Study with your fellow students and problem solve a variety of cases together. Be
kind to yourself and ensure that you have realistic short-term goals to achieve the
degree. Don't be afraid to ask questions and seek extra-curricular opportunities for
further engagement and experiences!
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Rural Health Club
Highlights
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MIRAGE

Multidisciplinary Interest in Rural and General health
Education | The University of Sydney

Mirage has had a busy start to the year! We organised several events to inspire and educate
young people and university students about rural healthcare. Below are some of our events!

Cans in the Stands
Cans in the Stands is MIRAGE Rural Health Club's annual event dedicating to kicking off the
year ahead, with a big, welcoming dinner for students of all kinds of health disciplines. As
suggested by the name, the event is held in the University of Sydney's Grandstand function
room, right next door to the flashy new Susan Wakil Health Building. This year, among the
large crowd of medical students, we were excited to see a group of future nurses and even a
few allied health students! In addition to the lovely atmosphere and lively socializing, we were
lucky enough to hear about the wonderful experiences of Pip Kensit, a registered nurse who
chose to pursue an exciting career all over rural and remote Australia before returning to
Sydney to study medicine, as well as those of Khan Cho, who spoke fondly of his time
undertaking the John Flynn Placement Program (JFPP) in Broken Hill. Chris Russell from the
Rural Doctors Network (RDN) gave us an insightful run-down of the wonderful opportunities
and scholarships offered by the RDN. The night was a success, and it was thrilling to see so
many people excited about upcoming opportunities to engage with MIRAGE and rural/remote
health in general.
MIRAGE/RDN Table at the Nursing Career Expo
MIRAGE was honoured to hold a stall in the 2021 Nursing Career Expo, to help students in
navigating the possibility of a new graduate nursing experience in rural/remote Australia.
Junior Nursing Representative Sophie Guo and Co-Chair Violetta Mucerino were excited to be
approached by a continuous stream of students. They shared information and distributed
pamphlets about MIRAGE, encouraging those interested in rural/remote health to look out for
upcoming events. In addition to this, they distributed information sheets about the activities,
resources and opportunities offered by the Rural Doctors Network (RDN), such as the
upcoming new grad webinar series, the Rural Health Pro online community, and the
continuing mentorship provided to the multidisciplinary rural workforce
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MIRAGE

Multidisciplinary Interest in Rural and General Health Education
The University of Sydney
Joint RHC Career Symposium
The Joint Rural Health Club (RHC) Career Symposium, held in collaboration with the RHCs
of Notre Dame (ROUNDS) and UNSW (RAHMS), entailed a deep dive into the fascinating
realm of rural and remote healthcare, through the incredible stories of a multidisciplinary
panel of speakers. Our session was entitled 'The Millennial Mindset: a week in the life of a
young health professional in rural NSW', and we were honoured to have three incredible
panelists: Mandy Colless, an occupational therapist working in an NGO's outreach
services, Jessica Milton, a registered nurse working in a small country town, and James
Collett, a nephrologist practicing in Dubbo. The three speakers gave us a wealth of insight
into their daily lives, allowing us to visualise the intricacies of living and working in rural
Australia. The speakers organised by ROUNDS were just as amazing, lending us the
perspectives and stories of midwife Sandra Forde, GP Obstetrician and Gynaecologist
Rachel James, and GP anaesthetist Ben James. Last but not least, RAHMS arranged for
Nicole Turner, chair of Indigenous Allied Health Australia, to zoom in for the final session
of this informative day.
Medcamp Trivia & Rural Medicine Conversation
MIRAGE's Senior Medicine Representative, Miranda Hyles, seized an opportunity at
Medcamp 2021 to talk to students about MIRAGE and get them thinking about rural
medicine. A game of Australian trivia with ice-cream prizes kept everyone entertained,
whilst starting important conversations about the ever-so-present demand for a
rural/remote healthcare workforce.
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BREAATHHE

Bringing Rural Experience and Awareness to Hunter Health Education
University of Newcastle

Earlier this year in April, eleven BREAATHHE members visited Mackillop College High
School at Port Macquarie, which proved to be exciting for both volunteers and
students. Skills and information were shared from allied health, midwifery, and
medicine, with many of the school students keen to learn more about a career in
healthcare.
The University of Newcastle's Global Health Group WAKEUP collaborated with the
BREAATHHE team to bring an allied health and nursing social event at the
Mereweather Bowls Club. Many boxes of pizza were consumed, many balls were
bowled in all different directions across the green... and of course, it was a great
social networking evening for all involved.
BREAATHHE hosted the biggest rural Soiree yet with a record 110 tickets sold! Students
and guests from all health disciplines attended for a two-course meal with live music,
and presentations from keynote speakers with rural health experience including, Dr.
Pat Oakley, Senior Staff Specialist at the John Hunter Hospital, Tammy Buckland, an
Aboriginal Health Worker, Mandy Colless, an Occupational Therapist who graduated
from the University of Newcastle and currently works for Marathon Health in Dubbo,
and Mr. Dave Karlson the General Manager of the NSW Rural Doctors Network.
We also participated in The University of Newcastle's Wollotuka Day with high school
students from the Newcastle area. The stall hosted a ball-toss challenge with students
wearing different glasses representative of common eye conditions within the
Australian population.
If you have not already, please follow us on Facebook and Instagram (@BREAATHHE)
to keep up-to-date with all of our updates and upcoming events!
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OUTLOOK
University of Melbourne

What a time to be alive! In this forever-changing landscape, Outlook has endeavoured to make the
most of 2021 with frequent social and professional events across all four of our major University of
Melbourne rural sites, as well as providing resources to our Extended Rural Cohort spanning the far
reaches of Victoria and New South Wales.
Earlier in the year, we hosted our annual Welcome BBQs at our four major sites: Wangaratta,
Shepparton, Bendigo, and Ballarat, bringing together students from varying university cohorts
including physiotherapy, dentistry, nursing, and medical. To supplement our comradery, Outlook
also continues to host Monthly Birthday Celebrations. This allows the youths to have their moment
to make everyone else feel old, the aging student population are acknowledged and given mobility
aids where necessary, and no quarter-life crises are left uncelebrated. Another ongoing tradition
supported by Outlook is the Shepparton Special; Monthly Themed Dinners. From Italy to South
America, we take an abstract approach to globetrotting... with our stomachs, whilst literal
globetrotting remains temporarily unavailable. In keeping with Shepparton food specials, the
Outlook Subcommittee, Moovin' Health, hosts the Shepparton Pancake Brekky, providing
wholesome sustenance, as only pancakes can, for the hungry stomachs and souls of university
students sustained only by the lukewarm warmth of 2-minute Mi Goreng noodles. Along came
Easter, and another addition to our balanced university-student diets was chocolate easter eggs.
All four major rural sites hosted the annual Outlook Easter Egg Hunt, where friendships were
strengthened upon sharing bounty. Who says chocolate cannot buy love and happiness?
Other annual milestones Outlook acknowledges and celebrates include International Women's Day,
Crazy Socks 4 Docs and NAIDOC week. A number of professional development sessions have also
been run. This includes Outlook Rural Highschool Visits, educating students approaching or
currently in VCE on the pathways into tertiary healthcare courses. Several events have also been run
in collaboration with other rural University of Melbourne committees included Rural Teddy Bear
Hospital events where students introduced primary school children to healthcare in a friendly and
positive environment, the Rural Surgical Student Society of Melbourne Suturing, and Simulation
Workshops.
Future events we look forward to hosting include our annual Outlook Rural Ball, a truly irreplaceable
must-have for the sanity of the cohort!
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WILDFIRE
Monash University

This semester we've loved being able to have in-person events again! The year kick-started
with our annual and infamous Photography Competition, in which entrants captured all
corners of rural Australia. Our student body helped narrow down the finalists from a truly
stunning album of photos showcasing the beauty of the Australian landscape, and our guest
judge selected the winning shot of Kilcunda Beach in Wonthaggi, Victoria.
For our students in Clayton, we had a Trivia Night with catering that used First Nation's
ingredients and recipes. This was hugely successful as a social event whilst also building
awareness using themed questions about rural and Indigenous health. Another of our events
was a bake sale on campus, focusing on the challenges confronted by regional/rural
communities in the wake of natural disasters. Donations were directed towards a natural
disaster relief fund.
In Bendigo, another Trivia Night was hosted at a local restaurant to promote community
engagement as well as inter-year level friendships for clinical students on placement there.
Fundraising went towards the local Bendigo and District Aboriginal Co-Operative and the night
again had a focus on promoting awareness of Indigenous health issues in the region.
In Mildura a panel of influential doctors was arranged to speak on their experiences in a rural
setting, answering students' questions about training, working, and living outside of
metropolitan areas. This Q&A helped students gain first-hand insight into a career in rural
healthcare and hopefully inspired the next generation of doctors to pursue a similar path!
We've also continued to host more informal events for our students in Warragul, Traralgon,
Sale, South Gippsland, Bairnsdale, Churchill, Mildura, and Bendigo, as well as coordinating
information evenings, seminars and initiatives. It has been great to see so much enthusiasm
and engagement from the WILDFIRE members and wider community and we can't wait for
Semester Two, which is jam-packed with both academic and social events!
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LARHC

La Trobe Rural Health Club | La Trobe University
This year we heavily discounted CPR and First Aid training for interested students across all of
La Trobe's rural campuses. We received fantastic feedback from the students who enjoyed
training throughout May and we were lucky to finish these events just before the Victorian
lockdown at the end of May.
We ran the 'Run a Marathon in May Challenge', where over the 30 days of May, LARHC
students that were interested registered to run the distance of a half or full marathon. The
event took place as a fundraiser for the Indigenous Marathon Foundation. We had two teams
of students participate in the event who also competed against each other to see who could
run the furthest distance! LARHC also donated an additional sum to the Foundation for each
student that successfully completed the half or full marathon distance. The final donation
amount is yet to be finalised by the finance team.

ARMS

ANU Rural Medical Society | Australian National University
ARMS has been busy working in the background putting together our annual Indigenous Health
Conference. This year's theme is Heal Country and will be held on 21 August 2021 at the National Gallery
of Australia. We are very privileged to hold the event at such an amazing location and look forward to an
immersive experience of workshops such as healing through art, healing through ceremony, and healing
through bush tucker and bush medicine as well as a keynote address on institutional racism.
Advertisements will be happening very soon along with ticket sales so look out for that! Additionally, we
have been working closely with CRANC over at the University of Canberra to get the High School Visits
program happening for 2021. Look out shortly for volunteer sign-ups!
We have also been advocating for reforming some of the aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander teaching at
our university. Concerns have been raised by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students regarding
history taking in the first-year curriculum and Problem Based Learning (PBL) scenarios. And we worked
with ANU's Medical Student's Society and the NRHSN to ensure that our medical school addressed these
concerns.
We have also started organising ARMS's Academic Speaker night for 2021 so keep an eye out as we line
up our speakers and begin advertising! And finally a massive shoutout to our First Year Representative
Papa who has managed to sign up 45 first years which is over 50% of the cohort!! We love seeing all the
ARMS jumpers around campus and such a big interest in rural medicine this year!
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NRHSN
ALUMNI
Recognising the people behind the
NRHSN's continual growth!
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DR CAROLYN BELONOGOFF
NRHSN

Secretary in 2017

NRHSN

Chair in 2018

What is your strongest memory of your time with the
NRHSN?
Meeting like-minded people who just understood my passion, because they
had the same goal! For example, when I was the NRHSN's Secretary in 2017,
the WONCA Conference and National Rural Health Conference were both held
in Cairns back to back. I was able to present at both conferences and network
with rural health's greatest minds across the globe. I also met a group of
people passionate about rural health from across Australia and we referred to
each other as the 'Rural Fam'! Today they are working in rural parts of the
Northern Territory, Queensland and Tasmania and they are friends that I will
keep for life.

What does your life look like today? How are you involved in
Rural Health?
I am currently a Resident Medical Officer at Townsville University Hospital. Being
international (non-citizen or permanent resident) I was unable to apply for the
Queensland Rural Generalist Pathway in medical school. I am currently
obtaining rotations that will allow me to fulfill my dream of becoming a Rural
Generalist through ACRRM. Last year I worked at Ingham Hospital and next
year I will be working at the Ayr Hospital. I have taken a step back from
committees and conferences for the moment as I am currently on maternity
leave. My life today looks very different from my student years. I am covered in
baby slobber and loving every moment of it. You can see a photo of my chubby
bubby George below :)

Then

What advice do you have for students interested in pursuing a
career in Rural Health?
Put yourself out there and apply for every opportunity. I was fortunate enough
to have exposure to rural health through placements organised through JCU
for my degree. There are many students who do not have rural as a core part
of their curriculum and for that, they need to go the extra mile and seek out
opportunities. I was able to travel to the NT with the Northern Territory Rural
High School Visit Program. Health Workforce Queensland also offered
opportunities for students to be exposed to rural towns through their Joint Rural
Health Club Weekends. I applied for all of these opportunities and put my hand
up for extended rural placements. If you don't have the exposure you won't
understand what working in a rural community is really like. So if there's an
opportunity to be exposed to a rural town I say take it!

Any other words of wisdom?
Have hobbies and a life outside of your degree. So many people are missing
out on exploring the beauty of Australia and putting all of their effort into their
career goals. Hobbies keep you sane and get you through exams. My last
word of wisdom is "go rural" I met my husband on a Joint Rural Health Club
Weekend, so when you go rural you won't regret it!

Now
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FROM OUR
STAKEHOLDERS
New programs, conferences, scholarships,
competitions and other exciting opportunities!
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An update from Rural Doctors
Association of Australia
(RDAA)
Peta Rutherford (RDAA CEO)
A big hello to all medical students and future
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RURAL MEDICINE
AUSTARLIA 2021

An opportunity to network with
Australia's leading Rural Generalists
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RURAL MEDICINE
AUSTRALIA 2021
Keynote speakers and socials!
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CRANAPLUS
Remote placement scholarships
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CRANAPLUS
LinkedIn- remote nurses are
stronger connected
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CRANAPLUS
Free 24/7 counselling service
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AUSTRALIAN COLLEGE
OF MIDWIVES
The theme for this years Spring
Australian Midwifery News is
'Rural and Remote Midwifery'
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APNA

The Australian Primary Health
Care Nurses Association
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PRIMARY HEALTH
NETWORKS
Two grants to assist health
professionals wanting to
relocate in the NT
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The Australian Dental Students' Association is the only national body to
represent all dental, oral health therapy, and hygiene students in
Australia. Become a member to take part in exciting events, program and
competition with wonderful prozes to be won!

facebook.com/ AusDSA

instagram.com/ AusDSA

www.adsa.org.au
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Thank you for reading
WE HOPE YOU ENJOYED THIS
ISSUEE OF COOEE!

@the_nrhsn
facebook.com/nrhsn
@The_NRHSN
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